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Identifies in a full-color guide more than 300 species of conifer and broadleaf trees found in the

upper United States (Virginia to northern California) and Canada.
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Trees of the Northern United States and Canada is the most complete book on the trees of northern

North America ever published. It features  More than 300 species of trees and shrubs of the

northern United States and Canada. 136 range maps of Canada and the northern United States that

show the territory of each species. A new easy tree identification method in which trees are

organized into 12 groups based on leaf shape and arrangement along the twig. Keys for both

summer and winter identification of trees and shrubs. 600 color photographs and 1600 drawings of

special features useful for identification.  Trees for the Northern United States and Canada is a must

for the forest professional, landscape architect, amateur naturalist, student, or teacher and for

anyone who is fascinated by trees and forests.

Identifies in a full-color guide more than 300 species of conifer and broadleaf trees found in the

upper United States (Virginia to northern California) and Canada.

This is an excellent book with clear photos of different parts of trees in its stated regional area.Maps

are very good also and easy to see. I know what I am talking about since I have all the field guides



available thru Peterson, Audubon,etc for North American coverage. Coverage of species native and

introduced is thorough. This makes identifying them easier by narrowing your choices .Too big for

field work,but good notes taken in the field with your significant other helping you with smaller

regional guides and camera phones in tow will suffice when you get back to your home or motel.You

can sip a glass of red wine together and share the day's fun in the Natural world!

The only bad thing about this book is the leaves are drawings and without color..other than that it's

prob the best informative tree book I've seen.

"Trees of the Northern United States and Canada" is the benchmark for identification and most

assuredly a "classic". Well worth the price, it provides a combination of photographs, drawings and

quick identification features along with 12 simple groupings for further clarification.This book is an

important acquisition for anyone, novice to pro, who is serious about learning more about the

magnificent trees and forests of the northern United States and Canada. Hikers could most

assuredly benefit by adding it to their libraries.This is a "must have" for the serious learner.

There is no one book that will satisfy all your tree needs, but this one comes closest. Though it is

Canada-centric, it should be useful no matter where in the US you may live. The pictures and line

drawings are excellent, but most importantly they are consistent throughout. The "Quick

Recognition" bits are a wonderful feature.It is organized as an identification book but I use it more as

an encyclopedia and wish it was organized alphabetically by genus. This is a book you read, then

go for a walk, then read again. Highly recommended to everyone.

This book is just about as complete as everyone else that has reviewed says. I really only wanted

North American trees and that is precicely what I got. A very fine book that is well organized with

abundant photos, drawings and discriptions. I am just a novice so the more complete of a book the

better. The only thing I wish is that I had an old beat up one to take into the woods.

If you want to know about trees in the northern US and Canada this is the one book to buy. It's

certainly not a pocket field guide, but for learning trees in all seasons, reproductive parts, bark,

leaves/needles it's great. Lots of good color photos. I use this one the most of all the tree ID books I

own. Even more than Barnes & Wagner, because of the pictures.



Would have been a big help if I had this book when I took North American vegetation...highly

recommend. Great reference.

Love this book!
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